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let us tell your story!

I assume that if you are reading this you are a member of JMABC but, if not, you should be.   
We are the one and only organization that touches every Jewish person and organization in 
B.C.  If you and your family or your organization do something important or have an event, what 
are you doing to ensure the memory of it is not lost?  JMABC stores and makes permanent 
the legacy of your family and any Jewish organization. A perfect example of this is our recently 
published Scribe, which documents the history of Jewish involvement in the furniture business 
in Vancouver.  

Let us also tell your story!

Recently, my daughter Sara and her husband Marc, were browsing through a consignment 
antique store and came across a copy of the UBC Annual of 1918. It is an interesting document 
for the general B.C. community as this publication allowed the university to shed its early history 
as the McGill University College of British Columbia and move on as an independent UBC.

As interesting as the history of UBC might be to many of us, this particular book caught Sara’s 
eye as 1918 was the year that my Uncle Joseph Seidelman would have graduated from UBC.  

However, he had enlisted as a member of the Canadian army to fight in 
World War I and went overseas to eventually die at the age of 22 during 
the Battle of Ypres at Passchendaele. Sure enough, there is a write-up 
about my Uncle Joe in this Annual.  His name is also part of a plaque that 
is a permanent memorial in the UBC memorial gymnasium.

A chance incident such as finding this Annual has rekindled a memory 
and inspired me to share the unique story of this young Jewish man of 
early Vancouver.  I know there are so many more stories that form part 
of the distinctive history of Jewish Vancouver that should also be told.  
Let us tell your story! Tell other members of the BC Jewish community 
we want to tell their stories as well.

Our public programming continues to flourish, including walking tours of old Jewish 
vancouver and the Jewish section of Vancouver mountain view cemetery.   Our new and 
exciting program allows families of loved ones buried at Mountain View to create biographies 
that can be accessed on smart phones and tablets.  This program will soon be available for 
other Vancouver Jewish cemeteries.   Our popular Intersections program schedule includes 
the right to food and immigration with well-known local experts to introduce the topics.  
Our nemetz Jewish community archives carry on, as does the yosef Wosk online photo 
library of the Jewish museum and archives of Bc. Work continues on digitizing photographs 
and other documents from numerous organizations and families.  

We can’t say enough how appreciative we are of our volunteers who devote numerous hours 
to conduct oral history interviews, transcribe such interviews, and/or help out at Intersections.   
Included among these is our dedicated board of directors which meets regularly to plot the 
JMABC’s ongoing future. We are a beneficiary of the Jewish federation of greater vancouver 
but for ongoing funding depend on general donations, specific donor directed contributions, 
membership dues and grants for which we are grateful.

Our website and virtual museum http://www.jewishmuseum.ca continues to be a comprehensive 
record of our remarkable past.   Our three times a year periodical, The Chronicle, and our 
annual journal, The Scribe, have thoughtful and interesting articles.  As mentioned above, our 
current Scribe has fascinating stories about Jewish Vancouver and the furniture industry 
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special proJect: mountain vieW cemetery restoration
ProgreSS rePorT
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Over the past nine months, much progress has been made towards 
the restoration of the Jewish Cemetery at Mountain View. This 
project is an initiative of the Schara Tzedeck Cemetery Board and 
has an independent advisory committee under the chairmanship 
of Shirley Barnett. It is expected to be completed within the next 
2 years.
 
Many groups have been working in partnership with the advisory 
committee, contributing time and hard work to bring this 
project to fruition. Crews from J.B. Newall Memorials Ltd. have 
restored 72 gravestones, stabilizing, cleaning and highlighting the 
hundred-year old stones. A ceremony drawing 150 people from 
the community was held in October to mark a hundred and forty 
five gravesites that were previously unmarked. New information 
uncovered by the advisory committee has enabled the JMABC to 
revise our Mountain View Cemetery walking tour to include more 
complete profiles of the members of our community buried there.
 
Architect Bill Pechet and landscape architect Cornelia Hahn 
Oberlander have collaborated to design new gates in the style of 
the original gates removed in 1970. Pathways will be restored and 
new amenities added such as benches, a pebble basin and and a 
ritual washing station. You can see sketches of these plans above 
and below at left.
 

There is much work still to be done, and we will continue to bring 
you updates in future issues of The Chronicle. If you would like 
more details or would like to support this project, please contact 
Myra Adirim, project administrator at myra.mvc@gmail.com, or 
Shirley Barnett, chairperson.
 
For information on the history of Mountain View Cemetery and 
the plans to restore it, please join us for a guided walking tour on 
one of the following dates:

Sunday, May 18
Sunday, June 15
Sunday, July 13

Sunday, August 17

All tours are 2 pm to 3:30 pm
$10 per person.

In addition, a field trip and research project involving grade 10 
students from King David High School is being planned for May.

Illustrations courtesy Pechet Studio and Cornelia Hahn oberlander.
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Photos courtesy Jewish Public Library Archives of Montreal.

Reaching the century mark for any institution is a remarkable 
achievement anywhere but for a Canadian Jewish public library 
to have had its doors open continuously for that length of time is 
truly unique.

There were several attempts to establish a Jewish library in 
Montreal prior to 1914, which all ended in failure. The final attempt 
which bore fruit was the result of the concerted efforts by two 
intellectual giants whose lives happened to cross in Montreal. 
They were: Reuven Brainin, 1862-1939, a well known journalist, 
Zionist and leading Hebraist who had arrived in Montreal in 1912 
to take over the editorship of the Yiddish daily, The Keneder Adler, 
and Yehuda Kaufmann, 1886-1976, a brilliant student who came 
to McGill University in 1913, and later became a respected writer 
and lexicographer in Israel under the name of Even Shlomo. And 
so, on May 1, 1914, The People's Jewish Library opened its doors 
on 699 St. Urbain Street to serve the needs of the local Jewish 
population  whose numbers had tripled since 1904 to reach 
22.000, ten years later. 

There were 499 books in the library collection on the day it 
opened, half of them in Yiddish. A lecture series in the form of 
a people’s university for the price of one dollar a month was also 

offered on topics such as anatomy, history, economics, English 
and French.

One hundred years later, the library has gone through many 
political, social and demographic changes as well as changes in 
locations and names. Two things, however, have remained constant 
throughout: A loyalty to its Yiddish heritage and the emphasis on 
educational lecture series. Today its collection contains 165,000 
items of books and non-book material in 5 languages: English, 
French, Yiddish, Hebrew and Russian, a notable Rare Book 
collection, a dynamic Children’s Library and an important archival 
collection reflecting the rich mosaic of Jewish life in the province 
of Quebec.

To learn more about the library and keep up with its activities 
check out their web site at www.jewishpubliclibrary.org

Written by Naomi Caruso,
Director of Library Services at the JPL from 1973-1989
Current JMABC Archives volunteer since 2010.

celeBrating the JeWish puBlic liBrary of montreal
1914-2014
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Photos l to r: L.16747, LF.39965.

More Than Just Mrs. recounts the history 
of women’s volunteer organizations in 
BC, specifically Hadassah-WIZO, National 
Council of Jewish Women, and Na’amat. 
These organizations initiated many 
influential social justice projects both 
here in BC and in Israel, which benefited 
thousands of individuals. 

To learn more about the full history of 
these organizations, visit the exhibit at:
  
morethanJustmrs.Wordpress.com

History Through the Lens of Leonard 
Frank provides a unique opportunity to 
look into the past to explore Abbotsford’s 
industrial beginnings:  logging, an industry 
that had a lasting impact on virtually every 
community in BC, and was particularly 
significant in Abbotsford; the Clayburn 
Company, responsible for BC’s first 
company town and Abbotsford’s next 
largest economic driver and the drainage 
of Sumas Lake that began the shift from 
industry to agriculture.

Leonard Frank was a well-known 
professional photographer in British 
Columbia. He was born in Germany and first 

moved to San Francisco before travelling to 
Alberni, B.C., to work in the mining industry. 
He began his photography interest there. 
In 1916, he moved to Vancouver and began 
to work as a photographer.

The exhibition combines the resources of 
the Jewish Museum & Archives of BC with 
The Reach photo collection.

32388 Veterans Way, Abbotsford
Tuesday through Friday
10am - 5pm (until 9pm on Thursdays)

MORE THAN
JUSTMrs.
Jewish women’s organizations in bc

History  Through the Lens of 
Leonard Frank 
at the Reach Gallery Museum, Abbotsford 
April 10 - June 30
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How do you rehabilitate students who have been subjected 
to Holocaust denial and Anti-Semitic teaching? This was the 
question the Alberta Jewish community wrestled with in the 
mid-1980s in the wake of the trial of John Keegstra. A secondary 
school social studies teacher in the town of Eckville, Keegstra 
had for ten years taught his students that the Holocaust was a 
sham invented by the Jews to gain sympathy in their quest to 
destroy Christianity. 

Keegstra had been stripped of his teaching certificate and 
would eventually stand before the Alberta Court of Appeal and 
the Supreme Court of Canada. But what could be done to help 
his students? 

Hart Snider was nine-years old at the time, and attending Camp 
BB for the first time. When he and his fellow campers were told 
that Keegstra's students would be joining them for a day of "Fun 
and Fellowship", they were understandably panicked. Hart's film 
The Basketball game recounts his memory of that day. 

The JMABC is very happy to be teaming up with Moishe House 
for a screening of The Basketball Game, and we're very pleased 
that Hart will be joining us for a brief discussion following the 
film. Please join us on May 22nd for this very special event, 
hosted at Moishe House, 4104 W 14th Avenue.

Hart Snider is an editor with a decade and a half’s experience 
in television, film and interactive. The projects he’s worked on 
range from documentary feature films to documentary series, 
to interactive docs. His award-winning animated short film The 
Basketball game has screened at over twenty-five film festivals, 
and he is a Leo Award winner for editing the dramatic short 
Savage.

puBlic programs

special program
the basketball game

May

Images from "The Basketball game" courtesy Hart Snider and the National Film Board of Canada.

WalKing tour: 
mountain vieW cemetery

guided by Daniella givon

meet at 37th Avenue & Fraser St
2 pm - 3:30 pm

$10

SUN

18

WED

21
intersections: 

issues of immigration
with richard Kurland

at the JMABC - 6184 Ash St
7 pm - 9 pm

$5 suggested donation

film screening: 
THe baSkeTball game

with writer/director Hart Snider

at Moishe House - 4104 W 14th Ave
7 pm - 9 pm

$5 suggested donation

THU

22

SUN

25
WalKing tour: 

gastoWn & strathcona
guided by Harry Hammer

meet at 700 E Pender St
11 am - 1 pm

$10

SUN

25
genealogy sundays

in partnership with the Jewish 
genealogical Society of BC

at the JMABC - 6184 Ash St
by appointment only

1 pm - 4 pm
FREE
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june

SUN

15

WED

18

SUN

22

SUN

29

WalKing tour: 
mountain vieW cemetery

meet at 37th Avenue & Fraser St
2 pm - 3:30 pm

$10

WalKing tour: 
gastoWn & strathcona

guided by Harry Hammer

meet at 700 E Pender St
11 am - 1 pm

$10

genealogy sundays
in partnership with the Jewish 

genealogical Society of BC

at the JMABC - 6184 Ash St
by appointment only

1 pm - 4 pm
FREE

intersections: 
creating accessiBle spaces

with Debbie Havusha and roger Jones

at the JMABC - 6184 Ash St
7 pm - 9 pm

$5 suggested donation

july

SUN

13

SUN

20

SUN

27

WalKing tour: 
mountain vieW cemetery

guided by Daniella givon

meet at 37th Avenue & Fraser St
2 pm - 3:30 pm

$10

WalKing tour: 
gastoWn & strathcona

guided by Harry Hammer

meet at 700 E Pender St
11 am - 1 pm

$10

genealogy sundays
in partnership with the Jewish 

genealogical Society of BC

at the JMABC - 6184 Ash St
by appointment only

1 pm - 4 pm
FREE
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august

SUN

31

SUN

17
WalKing tour: 

mountain vieW cemetery
guided by Daniella givon

meet at 37th Avenue & Fraser St
2 pm - 3:30 pm

$10

genealogy sundays
in partnership with the Jewish 

genealogical Society of BC

at the JMABC - 6184 Ash St
by appointment only

1 pm - 4 pm
FREE

septeMber

SUN

28

WED

17

genealogy sundays
in partnership with the Jewish 

genealogical Society of BC

at the JMABC - 6184 Ash St
by appointment only

1 pm - 4 pm
FREE

intersections: 
ethical reflections for the neW year

with Mark Wexler

at the JMABC - 6184 Ash St
7 pm - 9 pm

$5 suggested donation

PRIVATE WALKING TOURS
JMABC Walking Tours are a perfect activity to mark any occassion. Do you 
have a special anniversary or birthday coming up? Maybe some out-of-town 
guests visiting for a wedding or a summer vacation. Are you looking for a 
relaxing activity to do with your board or staff? Why not take a stroll through 
Gastown & Strathcona, or Mountain View Cemetery, and learn about our 
community's history?

JMABC Walking Tours run 90 minutes, and are led by highly informed 
volunteers. They can be adapted to suit any theme. Group rates available. 
Contact us today to book your date: info@jewishmuseum.ca
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ORAL HISTORY PROGRAM
From January 2014 to April 2014, the JMABC is pleased to have been chosen to partner with the School of Library, Archival and 
Information Studies at UBC. The JMABC is the current partner organization for the Library class 538B: Specialized Literatures – 
Theory and Practice of Oral History. This class is learning the theory of oral history and learn how to put that theory into practice by 
participating in the Oral History Program at the JMABC. The final project for the students is to conduct an actual interview, for which 
they will volunteer for the JMABC and conduct oral history interviews of our community members on our behalf. This project is 
currently ongoing, but in the end there will be 11 interviews recorded and preserved. The 10 interviews that have been recorded so far 
are: Bud Riback; Fay Riback; Jeffrey Barnett; Dr. Gerry Growe; Dr. Peter Suedfeld; Gloria Levi; Helen Waldstein Wilkes; Esther Nobleman; 
Shirley Cohn; and George and Arthur Weinstein. Jack Mincer will be the last person interviewed through this project. 

Thank you to all of our oral history interviewers and to those hard-working individuals who work on oral history transcription. We are 
always looking for more volunteers. If you are interested in getting involved, please email: archives@jewishmuseum.ca.

RECENT ACQUISITIONS 
•	 Dan Sonnenschein – Book: Victory over Nazism: The Journey of a Holocaust Survivor (3rd edition); writings by and about 

Bronia Sonnenschein, compiled and edited by Dan Sonnenschein, 2013.
•	 Eva Lesser - Newspaper clippings (1940-1941) and one original document (letter) with envelope (1940) all related to the 

Canadian Red Cross Society and the Federated Jewish Women's Organization (Jewish Red Cross Unit).
•	 Benjamin Levinson – Book: Small Town Architect (2013).
•	 Art Toft – material from Samuel and Sarah Toban, including: Sarah’s original recipe cards and household accounting book; 

newspaper clippings on the death of Louis Toban; correspondence and postcard; Jewish National Fund certificate to Mr. 
and Mrs. Samuel and Sarah Toban on their golden wedding anniversary, December 25, 1944; and a donation certificate from 
Yeshiva and Orphans Kitchen in Jerusalem issued to Sarah and Shalom Toban, parents of Louis and Harry Toban (1940). Note: 
Louis and Harry Toban were the first two presidents of the second Schara Tzedeck synagogue (Oak Street location, in 1947). 

As always, we would like to thank all of our donors for their continued support and interest in the Nemetz Jewish Community Archives. 
If you have something you would like to donate, please email: archives@jewishmuseum.ca. 

A special thank you to all of the archives sponsors and grant funders who are making it possible to process collections and making them 
available for research and use. Please visit MemoryBC (http://memorybc.ca/jewish-museum-and-archives-of-british-columbia-nemetz-
jewish-community-archives;isdiah) to view online finding aids and the JMABC Online Photo Library Database (www.jewishmuseum.
ca/archives) to view digitized items.

archives report 

ADOPT A BOx
The JMABC archives are always hard at work processing documents 
chronicling our community's history. 

We use exclusively professional-grade materials, including archival boxes like 
the one seen at left. You can help us move quickly through our upcoming 
projects, including the very informative B'nai Brith collection, by donating 
funds allowing us to purchase more of these boxes. 

Each box, and the files it will contain, costs $25. 
All supporters will be acknowledged in a future issue of The Chronicle.



Bc history digitization program: fred 
schiffer: lives in photos

Thanks to the BC History Digitization Program, we will be hiring an 
intern to digitize approximately 1,000 Fred Schiffer photographs 
from May-June, 2014. This will the first time that Fred Schiffer 
photos have been digitized and made available for research. We 
are very excited to finally begin to give Schiffer the recognition 
that he deserves. Check back in July to see these newly digitized 
photographs available for viewing on our website. A big thank you 
to volunteers Joice Myers and Jana Abramson and past volunteers 
Wendy Meyer and Miriam Warren for painstakingly organizing and 
inventorying part of the Schiffer collection to allow for digitization 
to begin.

B’nai B’rith fonds

One of the largest collections we have in the Nemetz Jewish 
Community Archives is the B’nai B’rith fonds. This collection is 
also one of the oldest we have in the archives. Thanks to one of 
our dedicated volunteers, Naomi Caruso, we will begin work on 
processing this very important collection of material. The oldest 
material in this collection is a minute book from 1886-1915 from 
the Victoria Lodge No. 865, International Order B’nai B’rith. Naomi 
will re-house the material from their original state and move them 
into acid free archival folders and boxes, thereby ensuring the long-
term preservation of this collection. After this collection has been 
fully re-housed, Naomi will work on the creation of an inventory 
of this collection, called a finding aid. Once this occurs, this 
collection will be fully searchable and accessible for researchers. 
The last stage will be us seeking grant funding to cover the cost 
of digitization of the minute books (1886-1950) which will then be 
made available online for research. 
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archives report
UPCOMING PROJECTS 

THE SCRIBE IS HERE!
Edited by Cynthia Ramsay, owner and publisher of Vancouver’s Jewish 
Independent, our newest issue of The Scribe (2013) features oral history 
excerpts and photographs that celebrate Vancouver’s Jewish furniture 
dealers. 

All Jewish Historical Society of BC members in good standing receive a 
complimentary copy. Additional copies of The Scribe are available for $20 
plus postage. Please contact the office if you would like to order additional 
copies.
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THREE NEW ARCHIVAL 
COLLECTIONS NOW ONLINE
dr. irving and phyliss snider fonds 

Thanks to the Young Canada Works program and the Snider 
Foundation, we now have 1,873 photographs and documents and 
6 moving images digitized and made available for research online. 
Another 30 moving images are currently being digitized and will 
be made available in May. Thanks again to Nikola Mitrovic, Marisa 
Parker and Naomi Lerman for working on this project.

The 16mm (silent) moving images were all taken in the Yukon ca. 
1938-1940. The photographs span the 1960s-2000s and criss-
cross the globe. From the early photographs taken in Vancouver, 
Portland, Yukon, and Alaska, to travel slides from Croatia, 
Denmark, Italy, Papeete, Mexico, Scotland, Vietnam, Uzbekistan, 
Zanzibar and everywhere in between, this collection of travel 
slides truly takes you on a trip around the world, and documents 
many countries and cities that have either completely changed 
with the passage of time or that remain to this day much the same 
as they were in the 1960s. 

On the following pages is a very small selection of some of 
these beautiful photographs. Please visit our website to see the 
entire collection of colour photographs and allow yourself to be 
transported to a different time and place, all in the comfort of your 
own home! 

congregation Beth israel fonds

Thanks to the generosity of an anonymous donor, this collection 
was meticulously inventoried (i.e. a finding aid), catalogued and 
re-housed into acid free folders and boxes. You can search this 
collection’s finding online at: http://www.memorybc.ca/. Also, 269 
photographs have been digitized and made available for viewing 
on our website. Here are a few examples from the Congregation 
Beth Israel fonds. Look carefully at these photographs; you might 
be surprised at their similarities. The photographs on the left are 
from the building construction in 1948, and the photographs on 
the right are from the current building redevelopment.

nemetz family fonds

Thanks to the generosity of Shirley Barnett, 368 photographs 
from the Nemetz family have been digitized and made available 
for viewing online.

Photos of Beth Israel construction, 1948 (left column, top to bottom): L.22317, L.22323, L.22326, ©JMABC.
Photos of Beth Israel renovation, 2013 (right column) courtesy Beth Israel Synagogue.

Bottom image: esther Nemetz (left, standing) with three friends, 1928. L.22554, ©JMABC.
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selections 
froM the 
snider 
collection

This page, clockwise from top right: L.17940, L.17945, L.18135, L.17926.
Facing page, clockwise from top left: L.17937, L.17912, L.17932, L.17946.
All photos ©JMABC.
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In 1964, Irving and Phyliss Snider set out on a tour of Africa, 
visiting Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania and Egypt. These photos are 
selected from early in their journey, visiting the Maasai people 
of Kenya. You can see the original, richly coloured photos - and 
thousands more - on our website at: http://www.jewishmuseum.
ca/archive_detail/830?page=145

Irving Snider was born in BC and trained as a dentist at North 
Pacific College in Portland, Oregon. He and Robert Franks 
worked for many years in northern BC and the Yukon beginning 
in 1925. 

The Sniders travelled often, beginning in 1960, and visited most 
corners of the world, including: South Africa, Israel, China, Japan, 
Vietnam, Thailand, The Phillipines, The Soviet Union and many of 
its republics, Greece, Italy, Spain, Holland, Austria, Denmark, and 
almost any place you could dream of visiting.



mystery photo

Please help us identify the members of our community in the photo 
above. Taken in 1959, this photo is of the B’nai B’rith Lions Gate 
group. It was originally published in the Jewish Western Bulletin 
and is part of the JWB fonds. If you know who any of these men 
are, please let us know! Contact us at: (604) 257-5199. 

And thank you to everyone who helped us identify our last 
mystery photo (at right), of BBYO Past Presidents being awarded 
Presidential Certificates in 1962. This photo is also part of the JWB 
fonds. You can read the original article from May 18, 1962 at:
www.multiculturalcanada.ca/node/654927

Pictured (standing, l to r): Steve Beckow, Ian Lifchus, Barry Turner, 
Allan Black, Ron Appleton, and Ken Steinberg. (Seated, l to r): Donna 
Liberson, Carol Chertkow, Esther Saposnick, Jenny Putterman, 
Esther Blumanfeld, and Judith Freiman.
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triButes

TRIBUTE CARDS

mazel tov
Marcy Babins, in honour of her father Lenny’s second bar mitzvah. 
JHS Board and staff

Bob Gibbs, in honour of his 90th birthday. Irene and Mort Dodek

Solly Globman, happy birthday. Claire osipov

Lenny Smith, in honour of his second bar mitzvah. JHS Board and 
staff

Richard Wenner, in honour of his 60th birthday. Carla, Javier, 
eliane and ori Navarez

speedy recovery
Zoe Wise Wenner. Irene and Mort Dodek

sympathy 
Shelley Kopelow, in memory of his wife, Judy. Diane and gary 
Averbach

donations
Anonymous, Byron Aceman, Gary Averbach, Shirley Barnett, 
Elliot Belkin, Gerry Biely, David Bogoch, Esther Caldes, Jody and 
Harvey Dales, The Dayson Family, Irene and Mort Dodek, Marlene 
and Norman Franks, Debby Freiman, Dana and Robert Golden, 

Noemi and Bill Gruenthal, David Herman, Horatio Kemeny, Lucy 
Laufer, Norm Levi, Lani Levine, Gillian Levy, Michael Levy, Lohn 
Foundation, Marsid Family Foundation, Richard Menkis, Dina-
Hasida Mercy, Cindi and Max Mintzberg, Kara Mintzberg, Rita and 
Perry Niehaus, Cheryl Rimer, Ruth and William Ross, Rosalie and 
Joe Segal, Shelley and Perry Seidelman, Lotti and Shael Smith, 
Sally Tobe, Gail and Richard Wenner, Yosef Wosk, Linda and Ted 
Zacks

neW memBers
Thyrza Cohen, Jeffrey and Vivian Claman, Stevie Steiner

cyril leonoff endoWment fund for the 
JeWish historical society of Bc
An endowment fund in the name of Cyril Leonoff (the Jewish 
Historical Society of BC’s founder) has been established at the 
Jewish Community Foundation. This endowment funds supports 
the research, writing and publication of the story of the Jewish 
people of British Columbia. Donations to the Fund can be 
made directly by phoning the Jewish Community Foundation at 
604.257.5100.

CanadaHelps.org

JMABC Tribute cards are the perfect way to mark a special occasion! 
We have a wide selection of cards, all featuring photos from our archives 
collection (including those at right). 

If you’re looking for the perfect birthday, bat/bar mitzvah, wedding, 
anniversary, or mazel tov present for the loved one who has everything, 
this may be just the ticket. 

Contact the office to send one today: (604) 257-5199
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6184 Ash Street, Vancouver, BC V5Z 3G9
www.jewishmuseum.ca | info@jewishmuseum.ca

phone: 604.257.5199 | fax: 604.257.5198


